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What’s New in LigandScout 4.4



New 2D Molecule Editor



New 2D Molecule Editor



New: Interactive Binding Affinity Estimation



Interactive Binding Affinity Estimation
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Interactive Binding Affinity Estimation



Interactive Data Analysis: Radar Plot
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Interactive Data Analysis: Radar Plot



Interactive Data Analysis

• New features in scatter & parallel coordinate plots

• Invert axes

• Scale axes with pre-defined math functions and define ranges

• Obtain molecular information interactively 



What's New in LigandScout 4.3 ?

• Remote execution from the GUI:

• iScreen on local HP clusters or on the Amazon Cloud*

• idbgen on local HP clusters or on the Amazon Cloud*

• Halogen bond acceptor feature

• New fully searchable online help system 



Remote Execution from the GUI

LigandScout Remote: A New User-Friendly Interface for HPC and
Cloud Resources
Thomas Kainrad,*,†,‡ Sascha Hunold,*,† Thomas Seidel,§ and Thierry Langer§,‡

†Faculty of Informatics, TU Wien, A-1040 Vienna, Austria
‡Inte:Ligand Software Development and Consulting GmbH, A-1070 Vienna, Austria
§Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, University of Vienna, A-1090 Vienna, Austria

ABSTRACT: High-performance computing (HPC) clusters play a major role in scientific
research. However, working with these clusters is often cumbersome, especially for
researchers without a formal background in computer science. It requires preparation and
transfer of the input data, manual gathering of results, and command-line expertise.
Current approaches for improving accessibility to remote HPC clusters are focused on
providing web-based graphical front-ends that allow jobs to be submitted to the
distributed resource management system running on the cluster. This comes with
significant usability benefits over command-line usage but does not circumvent the need
for manual handling of the input and output files. With LigandScout Remote, we
propose a different solution. Our software enables the seamless integration of HPC
resources into the LigandScout desktop application that scientists use also in their
day-to-day work. By handling necessary data conversion and network communication
transparently to the user, this approach completely evades any HPC usability barriers. We
show that the developed software combines the usability of local graphical desktop
applications with the performance of HPC clusters.

■ INTRODUCTION
High-performance computing (HPC) has long been a driving
factor for scientific progress and continues to increase its
relevance as service-oriented cloud computing products enable
more users to gain access to large computing resources.1 The
benefits of HPC infrastructure, such as computing clusters,
over traditional consumer hardware are manifold. The most
obvious advantage is shorter execution times, especially for
tasks that can be parallelized to a high degree. Another
advantage is a decreased load on client machines such as
desktop computers or notebooks, which are generally not built
for long compute-intensive tasks.
However, working with remote HPC clusters is cumbersome

for different reasons. It requires preparation and transfer of the
input data, manual gathering of results, and most importantly,
technical knowledge. Scientists therefore often have to rely on
the usability of graphical user interface (GUI) applications
installed on their own machines over the superior computa-
tional capabilities of remote high-performance resources. This
dependence unnecessarily lengthens the time needed for the
executing tasks and causes underutilization of existing
expensive computing hardware.
Naturally, many concepts and approaches exist for making

HPC resources more accessible to scientists with often limited
information technology background. These have largely
concentrated on providing web-based interfaces2−4 for cluster
resource managers. While these solutions circumvent the need
for specialized technical knowledge such as understanding of
command-line interfaces, they still require manual steps

regarding file upload, results download, and filling of forms.
Furthermore, systems striving to be versatile enough to enable
access to a wide spectrum of computational pipelines can
seldom provide detailed progress information and intermediate
results, as this information is specific to individual tasks.
We propose to integrate access to HPC clusters directly into

the GUI applications that scientists use in their day-to-day
work. Here we report on a newly developed software, namely,
LigandScout Remote. It aims to provide means for
executing virtual screening and conformer generation jobs on
remote HPC clusters from within LigandScout’s GUI.
Moreover, the software is capable of automatically distributing
the workload across an arbitrary number of cluster nodes and
is optimized for use with clusters in the Amazon Web Services
(AWS) cloud.

■ LIGANDSCOUT
LigandScout is an advanced molecular modeling and
design software suite that evolved from the prototype initially
published in 2005.5 It comprises a graphical desktop
application and accompanying command-line tools. The
software aims to reduce costs in the early stages of the drug
discovery process by enabling in silico experiments that are
vastly cheaper than their in vitro counterparts.
With virtual screening and its prerequisite, conformer

generation, LigandScout incorporates two essential
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Remote Execution from the GUI



Screening Performance Comparison

already obtained. Users are further provided with the
possibility to delete jobs along with all of their associated
input, output, and intermediate data.
The most important feature is likely the possibility to load

the results as well as the input data of particular remote jobs
directly into the LigandScout GUI. This circumvents the
necessity for any kind of manual file transfer and data handling,
as would be necessary with common resource manager front-
end solutions. The loaded data, such as pharmacophore
models and hit compounds, can immediately be used for
further work within LigandScout. It is also possible to load
failed or canceled jobs, view their intermediate results, and
quickly restart them.
Input compound databases for remote screening can be

selected through the regular LigandScout file selection
mechanism. The software automatically calculates hashes of
the chosen databases and sends them to the server with new
screening requests. Additionally, it is possible to select
databases that are not available locally but accessible to the
server instance. Extensive filtering and sorting options allow
the user to navigate through large collections of remote
databases. New compound libraries can be generated on the
remote cluster using LigandScout’s conformer generation
algorithm. From a usability perspective, this process is, once
again, very similar to the regular database generation done on a
local computer. However, similar to virtual screening, the
conformer generation also makes use of our newly developed
job-splitting algorithm in order to scale with the number of
available cluster nodes and, as a consequence, achieve
substantially shorter runtimes.

■ EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The main goal of our evaluation is to assess the performance
improvements that can be accomplished by using the
developed remote execution solution instead of relying on
local consumer hardware. Furthermore, we investigate the
scalability behavior of LigandScout Remote on a
physical HPC cluster and in the AWS EC2 cloud. Ideally, we
would like to observe linear scaling of the application. In this
case, the overhead of distributing subjobs across cluster nodes
as well as aggregating the results and progress information is
insignificantly small in comparison with the computation time.
Therefore, an almost linear speedup would provide evidence
that our job-splitting method works efficiently.
Dedicated HPC Clusters. In the first experiment, we

compare the runtimes for a screening experiment conducted
on three different hardware platforms: (1) a laptop with a two-
core Intel i7-4600U 2.1 GHz processor, a workstation with a
four-core Intel i7-3770 3.4 GHz processor, and (3) an HPC
cluster at the University of Vienna comprising 15 compute
nodes, where each node is equipped with an eight-core Intel
e5-2630v3 processor with a clock speed of 2.4 GHz.
Our screening experiment takes as inputs a subset of the

ZINC molecule database20 and a classical LigandScout
pharmacophore model for the cyclin-dependent kinase 2
(CDK2) target. The corresponding enzyme plays an important
role in cancer research.21,22 The used subset of the database
contains 149 187 compounds and represents some of the most
commonly used molecules for virtual screening.
Figure 5 shows the runtime results obtained on the different

platforms. As can be observed, the remote execution of the
screening experiment on the HPC cluster significantly reduces
the time to solution. In view of the fact that there are 60 times

more processors in the HPC cluster than in the laptop, the
obtained speedup of about 60 matches our expectations. The
fact that the plot suggests a speedup of 51 is only the result of
rounding to full minutes.

Amazon Web Service EC2 Cloud. In the second
experiment, we analyze the scalability of LigandScout
Remote in the AWS cloud. We use the AWS Paral-
lelCluster toolkit to set up an EC2 cloud cluster using
Ubuntu 16.04 as the operating system on all instances. We
compare the throughput of our cloud-enabled software with
the throughputs obtained on a laptop and a workstation. In
addition, we vary the number of compute nodes and the type
of EC2 instances, which are either c4.large or
m4.large. The instance types are relatively small, as both
types provide only two virtual CPUs.
Figure 6 shows the strong scaling results measured on

different virtual clusters in the AWS EC2 cloud. The compute-

optimized c4.large instances not only perform better in
general but also scale more efficiently compared with the
m4.large instances. The results also reveal the need for
evaluating different cloud computing offerings in order to
select the right instance type for screening experiments.
Although the general-purpose m4.large instances are
more expensive than their c4.large counterparts, because

Figure 5. Runtimes for a small screening experiment on different
machines.

Figure 6. Throughput of screening experiments using AWS cloud
clusters of different sizes. The number on top of each bar denotes the
speedup relative to a one-node cluster of the same machine type.
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New: Halogen Bond Acceptor Feature



Fully Indexed Online Help Manual



What was new in LigandScout 4.2 ?

• User interactive charts for analyzing and filtering tables

• Fully editable tables, import & export from and to Excel

• Fully editable parameter sets for library filtering

• Find ligands present in the PDB database in any table

• Remodelled workflow for ligand-based pharmacophore generation

• Visualization of multiple superimposed binding sites 

• MD trajectory import from Amber & Gromacs, in addition to Charmm

• Automated creation of pharmacophores from MD trajectories

• Tools for analysis of pharmacophores derived from MD 



Some Unique Features of LigandScout

Structure-based pharmacophore modeling 
• Automated recognition of ligand-protein interactions 

• User-friendly analysis of tautomers & side chain rotamers  

Ligand-based pharmacophore modeling 
• Pharmacophore-based ligand clustering 

• Automated creation of exclusion volume for ligand-based 

pharmacophores 

• Unlimited number of features per pharmacophore 

Virtual screening  

• Speed & accuracy increases with the number of features



LigandScout Pharmacophore Features

Covalent Bond Feature



Interactive Charts
• Use interactive charts for analyzing and filtering your tables



Tables: Now Fully Editable
• Add and remove information, import & export from and to Excel



Table Filtering
• Save and import your parameter sets for table and library filtering



PDB Online LookUp

• Find out if a molecule from your table is present in the PDB database 

• Check also for similar structures or search for substructures



PDB Online LookUp

• Find out if a molecule from your table is present in the PDB database 

• Check also for similar structures or search for substructures



Single Click Ligand-based Model Generation
• Use new single click generation workflow



Single Click Ligand-based Model Generation
• Use new single click generation workflow



Single Click Ligand-based Model Generation
• Use new single click generation workflow



Protein Binding Site Analysis
• Visualize multiple superimposed binding sites in the favorites view



MD Trajectory Analysis
• Create automatically pharmacophores from your MD trajectories

CTRL + F10 
Windows & Linux

CMD + fn + F10  
macOS



MD Trajectory Analysis
• Create automatically pharmacophores from your MD trajectories

CTRL + F10 
Windows & Linux

CMD + fn + F10  
macOS



Tools for Pharmacophore-based MD Analysis
• Find all different unique pharmacophore models

CTRL + F11 
Windows & Linux

CMD + fn + F11 
macOS



Tools for Pharmacophore-based MD Analysis
• Find all different unique pharmacophore models

CTRL + F11 
Windows & Linux

CMD + fn + F11 
macOS



Tools for Pharmacophore-based MD Analysis
• Find all frames containing a selected pharmacophore feature 



Tools for Pharmacophore-based MD Analysis
• Find all frames containing a selected pharmacophore feature 



Tools for Pharmacophore-based MD Analysis
• Display pharmacophore interaction map 



Tools for Pharmacophore-based MD Analysis
• Display pharmacophore interaction map 



New Features in LigandScout 4.1

Usability Enhancement 
• Drag & Drop 

• Extended pharmacophore editing 

• Extended table functionality & export 

• Automatic background job queuing system



Drag & Drop Molecule Files into GUI



Extended Pharmacophore Editing
•Move pharmacophore features in 3D space



Extended Pharmacophore Editing
•Move pharmacophore features in 3D space



Background Job Queuing System

e.g. while screening in the GUI, continue modeling ...



Background Job Queuing System

e.g. while screening in the GUI, continue modeling ...



New Features in LigandScout 4.1

Usability Enhancement 
• Drag & Drop 

• Extended pharmacophore editing 

• Extended table functionality & export 

• Automatic background job queuing system 

New Functionality 
• New conformer generator in addition to OMEGA 

• Apo protein binding site pharmacophore generation 

• Integration into KNIME workflow environment  

• Molecular dynamics trajectory pharmacophore analysis 

• Docking with AutoDock 4.2 / AutoDock Vina



New Features in LigandScout 4.1

New conformer generator “iCon” 
• Higher accuracy, better conversion rate 

• Visualization of conformational energy values



Extensive Table Management

New: Relational database behind each table 
•allows rapid filtering and selecting of data subsets



Binding Site Amino Acid Analysis & Editing



Binding Site Amino Acid Analysis & Editing



Binding Site Amino Acid Analysis & Editing



Create Pharmacophores from Apo Protein Site

Intuitive modeling of pharmacophores in empty binding sites  
(e.g in apo protein / allosteric sites) 

• Detect protein pockets using the Pocket Finder 

• Calculate a grid-based ligand accessible surface 

• Calculate interaction feature probabilities 

• Create automatically customized apo-site model 

• User can add pharmacophore features on surface points



Explore Empty Protein Sites
•Create binding sites wherever you want or use the new pocket finder



Explore Empty Protein Sites
•Create binding sites wherever you want or use the new pocket finder



Explore Empty Protein Sites
•Create binding sites wherever you want or use the new pocket finder



Pocket Finder



Pocket Finder



Pocket Finder



Pocket Finder



Comparison with Original Ligand Position



Comparison with Original Ligand Position



Apo Binding Site Pharmacophore Generation



Apo Binding Site Pharmacophore Generation



Apo Binding Site Pharmacophore Generation



Apo Binding Site Pharmacophore Generation



Apo Binding Site Pharmacophore Generation



Manual Apo Site Pharmacophore Building



Manual Apo Site Pharmacophore Building



Manual Apo Site Pharmacophore Building



Manual Apo Site Pharmacophore Building



Docking With AutoDock 4.2 / AutoDock Vina

Integration: High Quality Docking & Pharmacophores 
• Interactive docking in active site viewer 

• Analyze and filter the results in flexible table view 

• Re-score interactively using pharmacophores 

• Estimate binding enthalpies using MMFF94s  

• Estimate free energy of binding using new scoring function 

Makes docking user friendly and understandable 
• Seamless workflows in most user friendly interface



Docking With AutoDock 4.2 / AutoDock Vina



Docking With AutoDock 4.2 / AutoDock Vina



Docking With AutoDock 4.2 / AutoDock Vina



Docking With AutoDock 4.2 / AutoDock Vina



Reading Molecular Dynamics Trajectories

Integration of MD into the Pharmacophore World 
• Create multiple pharmacophore models directly from MD Analyze 

conformational behaviour of ligand/protein complex 

• Analyze the formation of transient binding pockets 

• Dock ligands into transient pockets 

Makes MD trajectory analysis rapid and transparent



Analyzing MD within LigandScout



Analyzing MD within LigandScout



LigandScout KNIME Integration

LigandScout functionality available in KNIME workflow 
• Molecular structure data input and output 

• Data set manipulation 

• Conformational analysis 

• LigandScout 3D database generation 

• Query builder for ChEMBL online databank 

• Patent searching in SureChEMBL 

• Virtual screening & Activity profiling 

• MD trajectory analysis using pharmacophores 

• Access to Inte:Ligand’s Pharmacophore Databases (license necessary) 

Deploy easy-to-use workflows to co-workers



KNIME Workflows



Batch Mode Pharmacophore Generation

- Input pdb protein-ligand complex file(s) 
- Generate structure-based model(s) 

- Input molecule file 
- Generate ligand-based model(s) 



LigandScout KNIME Extensions

Automated Virtual Screening

- Input molecule files (smiles/sdf/mol2)  
- Screen with your favorite pharmacophore model(s) 
- Retrieve ranked hits



Automated Conformational Analysis

Building of a 3D multiconformational database for VS

- Input molecule files (smiles/sdf/mol2) 
- Retrieve LigandScout compound database or multiconf SDF 



LigandScout KNIME Extensions
e. g. Automated Compound Activity Profiling



LigandScout KNIME Extensions
e. g. Automated Compound Activity Profiling



Inte:Ligand’s Toxicity Assessment Models
7 year collaborative EC Project on Toxicity Prediction



KNIME Nodes Available for …



KNIME Tutorial Workflows


